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3rd Quarter Review

Nearly all major equity indices declined again in the third quarter amid significant volatility due to the 
continued headwind from tightening monetary policy resulting from persistently high inflation. The S&P 500 
Total Return (including dividends) index declined 4.9% in the third quarter, the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average fell 6.7%, while the tech-heavy Nasdaq and smaller-capitalization Russell 2000 Indices declined by 
4.1% and 2.2% respectively. Over the past year, the market has given back much of the gains that were 
enjoyed during Covid, with many individual stocks declining back to or below their pre-Covid 2019 levels. 
Energy prices remain elevated from the ongoing war in Ukraine. The U.S. Dollar continues to strengthen as 
the Federal Reserve (Fed) raises rates, [which attracts more demand for the currency]. This is creating 
pressure on multinational companiesô overseas earnings and makes U.S. goods less competitive as 
earnings in foreign currencies are translated back into more valuable Dollars. Earnings reports and 
guidance from companies will be a key focal point for investors exiting the year. The market declines thus 
far have chiefly been driven by multiple compression in equities. Looking forward, we believe the risk to 
stock prices could stem more from potential reductions in earnings results and projections. Concerns have 
grown that current consensus estimates may still be too high considering the pressures from inflation, 
tightening monetary policy, continued dollar strength, lingering supply chain challenges, and an increasingly 
challenging consumer and business demand backdrop.

Fed Chair Jerome Powell pushed back against any narrative that a pivot to a more relaxed monetary policy 
would materialize soon. His messaging, along with the remainder of the key Fed Governors, during the 
quarter was clear: more tightening will be needed to fight inflation back down to their 2% target level. 
Inflation measures remain significantly higher than desired levels. Recent core (excluding food and energy) 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) readings remain more elevated than expected or hoped, continuing to rise 
month-over-month, while the annualized core CPI inflation also increased greater than expectations. The 
Fedôs preferred measure of inflation, the Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) price indexôs core 
reading also remains elevated, indicating further tightening potentially to come. Consistent with their 
messaging, the Fed raised rates another 75 basis points at each of the July and September meetings, 
bringing the current fed funds rate to a range of 3.00-3.25%, the highest level since early 2008. The Fed 
has made clear that its utmost priority is ensuring inflation subsides, even if such policy actions risk causing 
job losses and a recession. It now projects the federal-funds rate will reach 4.4% by year-end. These rate 
increases are intended to cool demand and help bring down the rate of inflation. The risk is that if the Fed 
moves too far, they may tip the economy into a recession.

The labor market has stayed resilient, giving the Fed permission to keep pressing rates higher for the time 
being while remaining true to their dual mandate of price stability and maximum employment. The health of 
the labor market provides some optimism that a so-called ñsoft landingò, where the Fedôs interest rate 
increases serve to cool inflation while not causing a severe recession, may still be possible for the U.S. 
economy.

Small Growth Equity Investment Strategy

Despite a very volatile quarter, Graniteôs Small Growth Equity strategy ended relatively flat for the third 
quarter, returning -0.1% (gross) and -0.4% (net), roughly in line with the Russell 2000 Growthôs 0.2%, 
leaving our year-to-date performance of down 19.9% (gross) and -20.5% (net), relatively better than the 
Russell 2000 Growthôs return of -29.3%. On an annualized basis, the strategy has returned -20.0% over 
one year, +7.4% over five years and +11.3% over ten years net of fees as of September 30, 2022. We can 
assure you that this quarterôs essentially flat results do not do justice to the volatility experienced throughout 
the year. Not only has the performance in the first three quarters of 2022 been the worst in the history of the 
broader Russell 2000 index and the fourth worst start to a year for the small cap universe over the last one 
hundred years, but it has been a year in which 63% of the trading days have experienced a move of greater 
than 1%, a level of volatility previously achieved only in 2008. 

In the third quarter there were effectively two very distinct periods of performance. The first being a 
continuation of the ñbear marketò rally off the June lows driven by expectations of peaking inflation and relief 
from the Federal Reserve tightening cycle, followed by a reverse to fresh 2022 lows as higher-than-
expected summer inflation data and ñhawkishò Federal Reserve rhetoric post the Jackson Hole economic 
symposium elevated recession fears. Strangely, in almost a mirror image of the first half of 2022, the mix of 
the two periods produced a quarter that definitively favored growth over value, and low-quality factors over 
traditional quality metrics. Factors such as low returns on equity, low returns on capital, no earnings, and 
even no sales led the market, while high dividend yields, low valuation, and cash flow lagged. Although we 
were underweight all of this quarterôs contributing factors both within the quarter and year-to-date, we did 
manage to roughly match the index in the third quarter thanks to several large contributors at the individual 
security level, as highlighted below with our top three performers. Of course, these gains were partially 
offset by the idiosyncratic drivers of our bottom three detractors also described below. 

Analogous with the importance of our top individual securities to a roughly in line quarter, our best sector 
contributors were driven by specific positions. Consumer Staples, which was our top performing contributor
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Quarterly Attribution

at the sector level, was driven by Vital Farms, which rebounded sharply after reiterating 2022 guidance post 
second quarter results after underperforming severely in the first half with similar reported results. 
Technology, our second largest contributor despite our overweight to an underperforming sector, 
outperformed due to a higher emphasis on outperforming sub sectors such as technology hardware and 
services, driven by holdings in National Instruments and Parsons Corporation, and our underweight to the 
relatively poor performing sub sectors of semiconductors and software, which we added to opportunistically 
during the quarter. Basic materials was another top contributor to sector performance thanks to an outsized 
gain in Carpenter Technology, post second quarter earnings and the improving outlook for the aerospace/
defense cycle. Frustratingly, sector diversification was not helpful this quarter as the market was narrowly led 
by three sectors: healthcare, energy, and consumer discretionary, which accounted for all of the gains within 
the index. In addition, these three outperforming sectors also managed to be our largest detractors within the 
quarter. 

Consumer discretionary was the largest detractor to performance due to an underweight to the index and 
stock specific underperformance. Both Dorman Products and Allbirds were down more than 20% within the 
quarter, which is noteworthy since the cyclicality, quality, and life cycle characteristics of these positions 
represent near opposites across the spectrum and should not be meaningfully correlated over time. 
Healthcare, which was an overweighted sector for us, detracted a similar amount from our performance at 
the sector level, despite individual stock contributions that could not overcome the big move in the non-
earning biotech, pharmaceutical, and medical device companies within the index. Our lack of exposure to 
energy, which is now 7.5% of the growth index and a leading sector for the quarter and year, subtracted 
slightly from our quarterly returns and continues to be a significant drag on our performance year-to-date. 
However, historically a large weighting for energy in the growth index, a slowing economy, and tighter 
financial conditions have not proven to be positive indicators of future performance for the energy sector and 
we are comfortable maintaining our underweight at this time. Unusually, there was no relative performance 
advantage by market cap distribution and thus the average weighted market cap of our portfolio, which 
remains less than the benchmark, was neither a headwind nor a tailwind. We added one new position during 
the quarter, Heska Corporation, and subtracted three from the portfolio as noted below (two of the three due 
to their acquisition).

Three of the most significant positive contributors to performance during the quarter for Granite’s Small 
Growth Equity strategy included:

Aerie Pharmaceuticals, an ophthalmic drug development company, was a top contributor in the third
quarter after the company received an all-cash bid for $15.25 from Alcon, a large-cap peer. The news of this 
acquisition is not altogether surprising given Alconôs lack of a pipeline and its relatively recent formation of a 
dedicated pharmaceutical salesforce, but there is some disappointment around the price Aerie accepted.
The company was starting to show some momentum within its new marketing campaign and hope was 
building across its dry-eye and other pipeline candidates, but the companyôs sizeable cash burn and looming 
convertible debt maturity in 2024 had put them in a vulnerable position. We view Alcon as the winning bidder 
in what was likely a well-vetted process and the market seems to agree with a 1% arbitrage spread. 

EVO Payments, a payment processor focused on driving cashless transactions in international markets and 
business-to-business payments, was a top contributor in the third quarter after the company negotiated an 
all-cash bid from Global Payments Inc. for $4bln, $34 per share, a >30% premium to its 30-day average.

Axogen, a medical device company focused on peripheral nerve repair, was a top contributor within the 
Small Growth portfolio in the third quarter. Axogen appears to have been a beneficiary of excitement within 
the small cap healthcare space as investors scour for companies with approved products and significant 
commercial revenue that could be better served in larger organizations. After the company revealed very 
solid top-line data from its double-blinded, randomized control trial earlier in the year which puts it well on its 
way to be the gold standard within nerve repair. On the Q2 call, the company announced that the CEO 
flattened the structure of the company to be more attune to whatôs going on within the sales organization and 
hired a CMO. Managementôs bullishness on a reacceleration of growth in the back half and into ô22 
combined with commentary out of other surgical companies on the procedure growth continuing in Q3 sets 
up for what should be a strong back half for Axogen. We remain very excited about the position and believe 
there are multiple ways for it to continue to be an outperformer in Small Growth.

Three of the most significant negative contributors to performance during the quarter for Granite’s Small 
Growth Equity strategy included:

Neogen was a negative contributor in the third quarter. The company closed its merger with the Food Safety 
business from 3M, the most significant transaction in Neogenôs history, doubling the size of the company in 
revenue terms while dramatically increasing its manufacturing and research and development expertise.
On Neogenôs September Q1 call, the company was unwilling to give Wall Street a revenue and profit outlook 
for the coming fiscal year (May ô23) citing deterioration of 3Môs Food Safety business after the deal was 
announced but they believe some additional cost synergies are likely to be achieved. We believe this could 
potentially push out the targeted $300mm of EBITDA to May ó24, however this is an inherently very stable 
and growing business in the highly attractive end market of food and supply chain safety. While this 

July 1, 2022 to September 30, 2022

INDUSTRY CONTRIBUTORS

Average
Weight

Total
Return

Total
Effect

Basic Materials 2.57 12.19 0.36

Consumer Discretionary 8.16 -17.01 -1.26

Consumer Staples 6.32 27.11 1.76

Financials 9.13 -3.86 -0.35

Health Care 24.51 2.75 -1.26

Industrials 25.37 -1.29 -0.04

Technology 19.28 -2.70 0.77

[Cash] 4.67 0.65 0.00

COMPANY CONTRIBUTORS

Average
Weight

Total
Return

Contr.
to

Return

Top Contributors

Aerie Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 1.59 102.13 2.08

Axogen, Inc. 3.39 45.54 1.29

EVO Payments, Inc. Class A 1.67 43.32 1.72

Vital Farms, Inc. 4.21 36.80 1.22

National Instruments Corpora... 3.75 21.70 0.58

Bottom Contributors

Neogen Corporation 3.47 -42.01 -1.79

LiveRamp Holdings, Inc. 2.70 -29.64 -0.76

Allbirds, Inc. Class A 2.53 -22.65 -0.60

Omnicell, Inc. 3.05 -23.49 -0.85

ACI Worldwide, Inc. 2.57 -19.27 -0.69

Portfolio Characteristics

Granite Index

Wtd. Avg. Mkt Cap ($M) $2,400 $2,917

Median Mkt Cap ($M) $2,173 $1,082

P/E (Forward 12 mos) 18.56 12.65

P/E (Trailing 12 mos) 25.31 13.68

Price/Book 2.28 3.45

EPS Growth (3-5 Years) 29.03 18.31

Active Share 97.06 --

# of Securities 32 1,121

Purchases & Sales

New Purchases

Heska Corporation

Complete Sells

EVO Payments, Inc. Class A

Aerie Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Knowles Corp.
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transaction is not without risk, there is a significant disconnect between the volatility of the business and the 
stock. As such, we have been adding to the position as we expect the shareholder base to stabilize and the 
stability of the business to shine again.

Omnicell, a provider of medication management automation solutions and adherence tools for healthcare 
systems and pharmacies was a top detractor in the third quarter. Omnicellôs stock performance during the 
quarter was a befuddling one as the company posted an in-line quarter and hosted an analyst day that
detailed why this company is in the midst of a long, powerful transition from its legacy hardware business 
(pharmacy cabinets) to a software, recurring revenue platform (automated pharmacy departments). While 
there may have been some concerns with where the company is within a potential ñupgrade cycleò, weôd
argue that Omnicell is providing a solution to many of healthcareôs most vexing problems: shortage of 
qualified personnel and pharmaceutical costs/errors. After selling the position down in 2021, weôve been 
able to seize upon this weakness and build the position into a more significant core holding.

LiveRamp Holdings, a key provider within the advertising technology ecosystem fell into the bottom 
contributors for the third quarter. Investor fatigue continues to dominate this name, but weakness coming 
out of the second quarter and throughout the third quarter across the entire ad tech peer group has been 
pervasive and has even inflicted pain across the most heavyweight large cap peers, Alphabet and Meta. We 
remain patient with this name as the valuation and customer feedback are highly supportive of its investment 
merit. Despite the poor performance to date they are still carrying >$7/share of cash on its balance sheet 
and trading well under 2x sales. The company remains well-positioned to benefit from the secular shift to 
Connected TV and the long-prophesized, eventual phase out of cookies, which justifies its position as a core 
holding.

New purchases for the Small Growth Equity portfolio during the quarter included the following:

Heska Corporation is a proprietor of point-of-care veterinary and animal health diagnostic testing that was 
added to the Small Growth portfolio in July. Heskaôs position as a leading company within the animal 
diagnostic space and its high-margin, capital light business model has always made it an attractive asset.
However, the company has been investing in the development of a broader product menu to better leverage 
its strong brand name and shifting from indirect to direct selling in a number of key geographic areas.
Heskaôs broadened suite of product at point-of-care (POC), which includes the first-ever POC cancer screen, 
should be highly attractive to vets and their customers as well as differentiated within the veterinary industry 
which still relies heavily on centralized labs. The combination of a bolstered product suite and the pandemic 
bolus to the pet population offers, we believe, two important tailwinds to revenue growth of mid-teens for the 
next 3-5 years and may lead to nice operating leverage. As such we have begun building a position and 
expect to make it a core holding over time.

Complete sales for the Small Growth Equity portfolio during the quarter included the following:

As noted above, Aerie Pharmaceuticals, an ophthalmic drug development company, was sold from the 
portfolio in August after the company received an all-cash bid for $15.25 from Alcon, a large-cap peer. The 
company was starting to show some momentum within its new marketing campaign and hope was building 
across its dry-eye and other pipeline candidates, but the companyôs sizeable cash burn and looming 
convertible debt maturity in 2024 had put them in a vulnerable position. We view Alcon as the winning bidder 
in what was likely a well-vetted process and the market seems to agree with a 1% arbitrage spread. As such, 
we have sold the position.

As noted above, EVO Payments negotiated an all-cash bid and was acquired by Global Payments Inc. 
While we believe the companyôs future was bright as most of the international markets they operated in were 
early on in their cashless transaction adoption curve, we view it as highly unlikely that the company has not 
explored competing bids as rumors have been swirling around the company for the last year. EVO also has 
significant exposure to Europe whose economic outlook has been clouded with the ongoing Russia/Ukraine 
War. Given these factors, we view it unlikely that a higher bid emerges and the position was liquidated from 
the Small Growth portfolio in early August.

Knowles, a supplier of micro-acoustic, audio processing solutions and precision device solutions, was 
liquidated from the Small Growth portfolio in August after the company reported a worse-than-expected 
second quarter and restructuring of its business. While the strategy is rational and may prove to be 
successful, the pathway is subject to a highly challenged supply chain adding to uncertainty to the time 
horizon in which it can be accomplished. In the current environment of limited to no visibility into earnings 
within semiconductors and technological hardware, to underwrite Knowleôs strategic change requires 
shareholders to ignore the potential depth and magnitude of a recession. As such, the position was sold and 
this capital was recycled into other holdings where there is greater visibility into earnings and cash flow.

Small Growth Equity Market Outlook

2022 has been a tough year so far for most asset classes and certainly for small cap growth equities. As we
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begin the fourth quarter all eyes will be on the federal reserve, their impact on the growth rate of the economy, and the inevitable follow through to earnings 
estimates. The market desperately wants to see a pause or at least a deceleration in monetary tightening in order to look across the valley to a better 
earnings environment in the future and the federal reserve seems clear that they will not deviate from their current tightening cycle until they see clear 
evidence of a change in the path of inflation. Something will need to change. 

Fortunately, all of the real time data seem to suggest to us that both growth and inflation should be coming down as we move through the following months 
and quarters. Housing activity has certainly reflected the higher rates and is showing clear evidence of price declines, but with a considerable lag before this 
will be measured in core inflation. Commodities were down significantly in the third quarter and if current levels hold will feed back into core inflation in the 
year ahead. Most consumer driven sectors, such as autos, goods, and even services are showing early indicators of slowing demand leading to a peaking in 
prices. CEOs are broadly planning for a recession by slowing hiring plans and targeting modest layoffs, which should be an indicator that wage inflation will 
begin to cool down over the next year. Healthcare as calculated in the core measures of inflation (a combination of rates and services covered) is actually 
already a known known due to recent plan enrollment season and will turn from a significant contributor to core inflation to a near 1% drag on core CPI in the 
year ahead. All of this seems to suggest to us that inflation, while nowhere close to the federal reserveôs 2% target, should be moving significantly lower over 
the next 12 to 24 months providing a potential opportunity for the federal reserve to slow its policy response. 

Meanwhile, real growth is slowing, but nominal growth should remain positive enough to support earnings growth for the broad universe of companies. It is 
possible that the reasonably decent results our companies are currently producing may last longer than the market assumes, and the caution companies 
have been consistently communicating throughout the year may have already been discounted to some degree by the forward looking market. It is worth 
highlighting that at current price levels and estimates small cap equity valuations are squarely in the ñfairò zone relative to interest rates on an absolute basis 
and historically low relative to large cap equities. In fact, small cap equities as a percentage of the total market cap of all equities are currently less than 4% 
of the total, a low level only seen in the early 1930s and for a moment in 2020. Of course, third quarter earnings season starts in the weeks ahead and it is 
widely expected that management teams will use this moment as an opportunity to lower the expectations bar for the balance of the year and into 2023, so 
the consensus belief is to wait for the potential forthcoming earnings reset. Where we would differentiate our belief from the current pessimism running 
through markets is to simply state that the risk reward has dramatically improved, and we are finding attractive opportunities to deploy capital back into our 
existing positions and into a growing wish list of companies positioned to perform in the next investment cycle that we envision in the years ahead. It has 
been and may continue to be a turbulent time for stocks, but we believe it is a great time to be investing in the growth franchises of the future.

Economic Outlook

The market remains volatile as investors increasingly anticipate a recession on the horizon. Economies around the world are in the process of normalizing 
from the many distortions caused by the pandemic. Supply chains faced immense challenges and labor availability was strained. Government stimulus 
boosted demand, and paired with the supply chain bottlenecks and shortages, further fueled inflation. Unwinding the stimulus bubble created during the
crisis poses a headwind to growth, and as fiscal and monetary policy tighten to curb inflation, we believe a recession of some kind is likely to materialize, if 
one is not already underway. Globally, the war in Ukraine has placed further upward pressure on the price of food, energy, and other commodities. Chinaôs 
continued zero Covid policy negatively impacting global supply chains, continues to weigh on global growth expectations. Despite these uncertainties, we 
think we have likely seen the peak levels of inflation in aggregate, as several drivers of inflation have begun to abate. Some companies have issued profit 
warnings as demand for certain goods has faded from pandemic-era highs. As the threat of the virus recedes and financial conditions tighten, we expect
more labor supply to release into the job market and further alleviate some of the pressures caused by labor shortages. Commodity prices retreated 
somewhat during the quarter, further supporting this view. 

The risks we monitor include supply chain challenges, political dynamics in Washington, and geopolitics including Ukraine, China and Iran. We are also 
monitoring the risk of an inflation overshoot or policy error by the Fed. The emergence of new and more concerning COVID variants is a risk, though 
currently none appear to jeopardize reopening economies worldwide as of now. The benefit of the market declines of the past year is that valuations have 
reset in many exciting growth areas, providing new investment opportunities. Despite the difficult environment, strong secular themes around Digital 
Transformation of both the consumer and the enterprise, Artificial Intelligence, 5G wireless networks, the Genomic Revolution in healthcare, Health and 
Wellness in the consumer, and industrial technology/Internet of Things have accelerated this past year and will continue to remain driving forces in the 
economy and in our portfolios.

As long-term investors, we remain focused on the fundamentals of the companies in which we invest. Our philosophy centers around identifying companies 
that demonstrate a differentiated value proposition with identifiable catalysts supported by sustainable business models and superior management teams
that can weather more challenging environments such as the one we find ourselves in now. Granite maintains the view that investment opportunities will be 
rewarded based on the fundamental high-quality characteristics we seek in every investment opportunity, irrespective of the economic cycle.

S&P 500 Index TR: The S&P 500 TR index is a basket of 500 stocks that are considered to be widely held. The S&P 500 Index TR is weighted by market value, and its performance is thought to be representative of 
the stock market as a whole. The S&P 500 Index TR is one of the most commonly used benchmarks for the overall U.S. stock market. S&P 500 TR is a total return index adjusted for distributions (i.e., assuming that all 
distributions are reinvested). 

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) measures the change in prices paid by consumers for goods and services. The CPI reflects spending patterns for each of two population groups: all urban consumers and urban wage 
earners and clerical workers.

The Personal Consumption Expenditures Price Index is a measure of the prices that people living in the United States, or those buying on their behalf, pay for goods and services. The change in the PCE price index is 
known for capturing inflation (or deflation) across a wide range of consumer expenses and reflecting changes in consumer behavior.
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Definitions

Active Share: Active Share measures the percentage of equity holdings in a representative portfolio that differ from the index constituents. It is calculated by summing the 
absolute difference of the weight of each holding in the representative portfolio versus the index and dividing by two. 

Earnings Per Share (EPS): Earnings Per Share (EPS) is a company's profits per share of common stock. 

Estimated 3-5 Year Earnings Growth Rate: indicates the long-term forecasted EPS growth of the companies in the representative portfolio, calculated using the weighted 
average of the available 3-to-5 year forecasted growth rates for each of the stocks in the representative portfolio provided by FactSet estimates. 

Median Market Cap: The midpoint of the market capitalization (market price multiplied by the number of shares outstanding) of the stocks in a representative portfolio. Half the 
stocks in the represenative portfolio will have higher market capitalizations; half will have lower.

Price/earnings Ratio (P/E): Price/earnings (or P/E) ratio is a comparison of the company's closing stock price and its trailing 12-month earnings per share. 

Price to Book: The price-to-book ratio (P/B Ratio) is a ratio used to compare a stock's market value to its book value. It is calculated by dividing the current closing price of the 
stock by the latest quarter's book value per share. 

Weighted Average Market Cap: The weighted average of market capitalization (market price multiplied by the number of shares outstanding) of the stocks in a portfolio. 

Sources: Granite Investment Partners, LLC; FactSet; eVestment Alliance

Frank Russell Company is the source and owner of the Russell Index data contained or reflected in this material and all trademarks and copyrights related thereto. This is a 
presentation of Granite Investment Partners, LLC. The presentation may contain confidential information and unauthorized use, disclosure, copying, dissemination or redistribution 
is strictly prohibted. Frank Russell Company is not responsible for the formatting or configuation of this material or for any inaccuracy in Granite Investment Partners, LLC's 
presentation thereof. 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material is not financial advice or an offer to sell product. Not every client's acount will have these exact 
characteristics. The actual charactersitics with respect to any particular client account will vary based on a number of factors including but not limited to: (i) the size of the account; 
(ii) investment restrictions applicable to the account, if any; and (iii) market exigencies at the time of investment. Granite reserves the right to modify its current investment 
strategies and techniques based on changing market dynamics or client needs. The information provided in this report should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or 
sell any particular security. There is no assurance that any securities discussed herein will remain in an account's portfolio at the time you receive this report or that securities sold 
have not been repurchased. The securities discussed may not represent an account's entire portfolio and in the aggregate may represent only a small percentage of an account's 
portfolio holdings. It should not be assumed that any of the securities transactions, holdings or sectors discussed were or will prove to be profitable, or that the investment 
recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the investment performance of the securities discussed herein.

Attribution based on a representative Small Growth Equity Composite account (gross of fees) for the period ending September 30, 2022. The holdings identified do not represent all 
of the securities purchased, sold or recommended. Source for attribution is FactSet Portfolio Analysis. Average portfolio weight represents the average of the daily weights for the 
security during the attribution period, and securities listed may not have been held for the entire period. Total effect for sector-level attribution represents individual securities in the 
account that contributed or detracted relative to the individual security contribution in the benchmark. The attribution analysis presented may be based on preliminary results and as 
such may be based on unreconciled holdings. Attribution results are based on a end-of-day pricing and do not take into effect calculation of intra-day trading. A full list of holdings 
and an explanation of the calculations and methodology used in the report are available upon request. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Small Growth Equity composite inception date: January 1, 2004.  Returns for periods greater than 12 months have been annualized. Returns presented in the attribution tables and 
in the commentary are gross and net of investment advisory fees and include the reinvestment of all income. Gross-of-fee performance will be reduced by investment advisory fees 
and other expenses that may be incurred in the management of the account. Net-of-fees returns are calculated by deducting a model management fee, 1/12th of the top tier of the 
fee schedule (1.00%), from the monthly gross composite return. Actual performance results may vary from this example. The index has been selected for comparison purposes 
only. Individual account holdings may differ significantly from the securities in the index, and the volatility of the index may be materially different from individual account 
performance. You cannot invest directly in an index. The Russell 2000 Growth Index is market-cap weighted and measures the performance of the small-cap growth segment of 
the U.S. equity universe. It includes those Russell 2000 companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. Granite utilizes best efforts that content 
provided is compiled or derived from sources believed to be reliable, and accurate, but makes no representations thereof and accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss arising 
from use or reliance on these contents. This material is deemed supplemental and complements the Small Growth Equity Composite performance and disclosure which is available 
upon request. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Strategy inception date: January 1, 2004. Portfolio characteristics reflect a representative Small Growth Equity strategy account as of September 30, 2022, and are subject to 
change without notice. Individual account holdings may vary based on restrictions, substitutions, cash flows and other factors. Source for portfolio characteristics and sector 
weights: FactSet. This material is deemed supplemental and complements the All Cap Equity strategy performance and disclosure, which are integral part of this presentation and 
is available upon request. 

*The assets shown on the first page include assets managed directly by Granite and advisory-only assets. Granite had assets under management of $2,505 MM firm-wide and 
$140 MM in the Small Growth Equity strategy as of September 30, 2022. More information about the advisor, including its investment strategies and objectives, can be obtained by 
visiting www.granitepartners-llc.com. A copy of Granite's disclosure statement (Part 2 of Form ADV) is available without charge upon request. Please contact us at 
info@granitepartners-llc.com or 310-933-3199 if you would like to receive this information. 

Portfolio holdings and composition identified in this commentary are subject to change without notice. The statements contained herein reflect opinions, estimates and projections 
of Granite Investment Partners, LLC (Granite) as of the date hereof, and are subject to change without notice. The securities identified may represent relevant contributors to or 
detractors from performance over the period described, and any projections herein are provided by Granite as an indicator of the direction Granite's professional staff believes the 
markets will move, but Granite makes no representation such projections will come to pass. Any identified securities do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or 
recommended over the past year. It should not be assumed that any of the securities identified were or will be profitable, or that investment recommendations or decisions that 
Granite makes in the future will be profitable. All investments carry a certain degree of risk of loss, and there is no assurance that an investment will provide positive performance 
over any period of time. This report contains no recommendation to buy or sell any specific security and should not be considered investment advice of any kind. Individual 
portfolios may differ based on restrictions, substitions and other factors. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Granite makes every effort to ensure the contents 
herein have been compiled or derived from sources believed reliable, and contain information and opinions that are accurate and complete; however, Granite makes no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, in respect thereof; takes no responsibility for any errors that may be contained herein or omissions; and accepts no liability 
whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of our reliance on this report or its contents. 
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